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BodyCraft GX Multistation  
 

SHARK TIP

Space-saving and multifunctional - with
the BodyCraft Multistation GX you can
perform countless different exercises for
all areas of the body. The separate pull
station with fixed footplate can be used to
train different muscle groups and for
rowing exercises.

 CHF 1'699.00  
      

      

Equipment: 

Bench press lever with adjustment of the movement angle for pushing and pulling exercises
(bench press, incline bench press, shoulder press or rowing)
standing leg extension and leg curl
upper and middle pulley for a variety of upper body exercises such as lat pulldown, triceps or
abdominal crunch
patented, adjustable butterfly arms turn the BodyCraft GX into an innovative cable pulley station
that enables sport-specific exercises or exercises for rehabilitation training
lateral lower cable pulley with footplate for a variety of exercises for abduction, adduction, hips,
glutes, calves, biceps, back (rowing)
Easily adjustable backrest for individual adjustment for chest and shoulder training
1 user
space-saving design
ball-bearing, fiberglass-reinforced rollers
90 kg weight block - optional weight increase to 90 kg already included in the price
Weight magazine cover
Protective cover for weight magazine
Option: leg press CHF 590.--
recommended retail price CHF 2'249.--
Link to the exercises: Exercises for BodyCraft GX
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Use: home use, payload: approx. 150kg
Equipment dimensions: W137 x D133 x H212cm, training dimensions: B180 x D163 x H212cm,
equipment dimensions with leg press: W191 x D188 x H212cm, weight 170kg (without BP)
Accessories: lat pull-down bar, tricep handle, abdominal pull-down section, 2 hand straps, foot strap,
training DVD
Options: Leg press with up to 180kg resistance (ratio 2:1)
Warranty: 3 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables, transport and installation) 
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